
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In an economic downturn, getting your budgetary planning in 

order is critical. Starting a new business strategy seems to be 

even more doubtful. It is not only the capital funding but also 

defining the strategy to invest this capital in the right way is 

what challenges most decision-makers today. 

In November 2008 the German Government introduced the "Mini 

GmbH" as a new German company form. The Mini GmbH is also a 

German limited and in terms of liability equivalent to the well-known 

GmbH. However, the major difference is the capital needed to 

establish this new type of a German limited. The new German Mini 

GmbH can be established by raising a share capital of only one Euro. 

The investment in the development of a business is essential in a 

downturn. When new business is being developed in a foreign 

country, with unknown legal and tax regulations, the new German 

GmbH can minimize this risk and can bring significant value to the 

stakeholders. 

Already today the new German limited can help investors to define 

the right investment strategy. By founding a legal entity in Germany 

with almost no share capital stock is required. The business can be 

developed in a long-term with minimal risk, when only predictable 

operational expenditures will occur. 

The Mini GmbH is considered as a sub-form of the regular GmbH. 

The difference to the regular GmbH, however, is the amount of the 

initial capital needed to found the Mini GmbH. It amounts to at least 

one Euro for the Mini GmbH and at least 25,000 Euros for the 

“regular GmbH”. 

Assets in kind are not permitted for the Mini GmbH. The Registration 

at the trade register can only be carried out when the share capital 

was paid in full amount. The mini-GmbH is a legal body of its own. It 

must therefore settle all its liabilities from its corporation capital. This 

form of the liability is very important for many shareholders – founder 

of a new business – since the fear of the personal liability often 

prevents the step into the independence. It must sign with the 
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addition “business corporation (liability restricted)” (also possible in the right and 

commercial traffic: “UG (liability restricted)”. 

This shall inform possible business partners about the limited liability. The Mini 

GmbH must retain a quarter of its gained profit per year. The regulation of the 

reserves has been planned by the legislator. In this way the amount of the share 

capital of the regular GmbH (25,000 Euros) shall be reached. If this has happened, 

the “business corporation (liability restricted)” can be converted into a regular GmbH. 

For foundations with at most three shareholders a sample protocol can be used. This 

contains the statute, the shareholder list and the managing director order and must 

be certified by a German notary.  

 

 

About Consultinghouse 

Whether you are incorporating a new business, planning to restructure your existing 

organization or looking into a possible new acquisition. Consultinghouse provides 

innovative solutions to address unique business challenges that support companies 

across various industries. Clients engage our advisory services to successfully 

manage their complete business lifecycle in a strong German economy. 

 

Customized services for corporations: 

 

 Strategy consulting 
 Market entry strategy 
 Business opportunity analysis & 

market research 
 Brand management 

 
 

 Interim executive management 
 Business incorporation  
 Accounting* services 
 Payroll services  
 On the spot services  
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